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The concept of total weak unimodularity for an integral matrix is introduced. Connections 
are shown to existing and well studied ideas such as TDI and integer rounding. Algorithms are 
provided for testing total weak unimodularity and producing integral solutions to inequality 
systems when they exist under the assumption of total weak unimodularity. 
In this paper, we study the conditions on an integral matrix A under which 
existence of a vector x satisfying Ax 3 w implies the existence of an integral 
vector satisfying the inequality for all integral w. Matrices satisfying this property 
are said to be totuily weakly wnimoduZ&(TWU). Algorithms are given to test 
whether or not a given integral matrix A is TWU as well as to produce an integral 
x satisfying Ax S, w, given an integral matrix A which is TWU and an integral 
vector w. This algorithm also indicates that the given matrix is not TWU 
whenever it fails to produce an integral solution. 
The concept of TWU is very closely related to the widely studied notions of 
TDI (see 12, S-8, 10, 12, 13, 17-203) and integer rounding also known as ATDl 
(see [ 1,2,4 and 91.) This is shown in Section 2. The above cited literature offers a 
wide variety of applications of these ideas. ‘Ihese particular instances are shown to 
have these properties by methods especiahy suited to the particular problem and 
in many cases only to that problem. We provide a general method for all these 
systems both for recognising these properties as well as producing integral 
solutions when these properties hold. 
2. IMMions, preliminary resuMs aud appIicatIo~s 
D&&ion 2.1, An integer matrix A is we&y unimo&kzr (WLJ) if the following 
statement is true for all integral b: (there exists x such that Ax = b) implies (there 
exists ir:tegral x such that Ax == b). 
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DdM&m -2.2. An integer matrix-vector pair (A, c) is totally duul integral (TDI) 
if tble linear program (min cx: Ax ba) has an integral optimal solution fc c all 
integral b for which it has an optimal solutiou. 
DsBbrltion ~. A gag: .;:;..,: ; 
-vector .parr (A, ti) is’ &&~&Jy d&j in$zgr&I.: (AIDI) 
; : i 
if [(ruin cx: Ax & O)J = (min cx: Ax 3 b, x integer) hoIds for’ cvei inte&al b for 
which the linear I&ram has an optimal solution. This property has also been 
called integer oundirtg. 
IMit&m 2.4. An integer matrix is totally weakly unimodular (TWU) if the 
fobwing statement is true for all iutegral b; (there exists x such that Ax > 6) 
implies (there exists integral x such that Ax a b). 
IMMticm 2.5. Let C be an integral matrix. A set of inttegral vectors in. (x: x = 
Cy, y 20) is called a (Hilbert) hasis if every integral vector in (x : x = Cy), y a Cl) is 
a nonnegative integral combination of vectors iti the set. 
Lcima21(118,231). If ( x: x = Cy, y&O) is a pointed cone (i.e. tkeae does ru)t 
exist y 20, y # 0 such that Cy = 0), thea intersection f a family of (Hilbert) bases is 
a (Hilbert) bash. This in&mection is called a minimal basis. 
IMluWon 2.6. An integral matrix C has, Hiibea pope@ if the columns C.i, 
i=l,2,..., n, of C constitute a IIilbert basis of (x : x = Cy, y 20). 
In what follows we show that the concepts of weak unimodularity and Hilbert 
property are fundamental in studying total weak unimodularity and this concept 
in turn is very closely related to the’ notions of TDI and ATDI. The relationship 
between TWU and WU is similar to that between unimodularity and to&l 
unimodularity in Iinear programming; the foyer guarantees that extreme points 
of (x: Ax = b, x 2 0) are integral &hi& the latter gusrant&& the same for (x: Ax * 
b, x=0). 
,’ 
Lermmr,,2.2. An integral matrix A with rank r is weakly unimoduIar ifl &c.d. of 
deterrpinants of i X r matrices in A ii 1. 
RemarL There is a genuinely polynomial algorithm for checking whether or not 
a given integral matrix is weakly unimodular (see YlS]). 
m 2.3 @3. A matrix-uwor,pqi.~. (4 c) is TDI or$y.,if (y : ATy = cTX y Ml) 
has integral extreme points; the c&&s~ ‘is riot true. 
‘*e follo4ing,rrsul*&~ :all, simple:. 
” 
(i) (~4, e) TIX i&&s (A, c) ATDI, 
(ii) (/‘I, c) ATDI is equivalent to A 7 (?i) is TWU, 
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(iii) (A, c) ATDI, extreme points of (y : ATy := cT, y 20) integral implies (A, c) 
TDI. 
DeBnitkn 2.7. An integral matrix C has property P if for each integral w such 
that Cw 30 there exists a nonnegative integral z such that Cz = Cw. 
This property is closely related to Hilbert property as seen by 
Thearem 2.4. Let C 30 be an integral matrix. 7’hen 
(a) C is WU and has P implies that C has Hilbert property, 
(b) C has Nilbert property implies that C is VW, 
(c) C has Hilbert property and (Cx 3 0 implies that there exists y 3 0 such that 
Cy = CX) together imply that C has P. 
X%OO& (a) Let x ~0 such that CX is integral. Cx integral and C WU imply that 
there exists integral w such that Cw = Cx. Since w integral and Cw 20 imply that 
there exists integral z 30 such that Cz = Cw because of the fact that C has P. 
(b) Let Cx be integral; let z be integral with (x + z) 20. Then Cfx -t- z) a@ 
integral. Since C has Hilbert property there exists a nonnegative integral w such 
that CW = C(x + ~7). Hence C(w - z) = Cx, w - z integral. 
(c) Let w be integral such that Cw 2 0. By hypothesis there exists x 20 such 
that Cx = 0v 20, integral. By Hilbert property there exists z 3 0, integral such 
that Cz=c~=Cw. Cl 
W 2.5.. Let Ca 0. C has property P is equivalent to (there does not exist 
integral w such that Cw 2 0 and CW+ C.j for all j). 
If C 20 does not have property P, by picking integer w, Cw 2 0 and minimal, 
we get a violator of the type alluded to in the: lemma. Thus, it suffices to look for 
violators of the property in Lemma 2.5 instead of directly looking for violators 
of P. 
Theorem 2.6., L&t C be a O/l matrix ~2.4~~2 that Cw 3 0 implies that there exists x 2 0 
such that Cx = Cw. Then C has Hilbert property. 
This theorem is useful in proving what 
theorem. 
3. Tating fo@ total weak lBIixmdularity 
Lemma 3.1, Wher, testing for total weak unimodularity of an integral matrix A we 
Fulkerson has called the plupe$ect i?rGph 
may msurne without loss of generality that 
(i) Ax 30 implies that Ax = 0 and 
(ii) A is weakly unimodular. 
I 
’ 140 t , I g&&q&Jg&~_$, sihirmk’ 
l%q$@,$ ti). :~ifor?:some ~9, &OiFin OS Me m.ay:assu/ newithout loss of general- 
ity that x” is integral. Partitioning A we heave 
I 
I AgP>Q, A2xo = 0. ^ II< 1 I,_ 
clearly A is TWU iff AZ is also ‘I’VW. Hence co 
 . 
1 
l&ion (i} may be assumed 
without loss of generality. 
(ii) If we assume (i) we -Mll&qw~ @at :A, ‘IWW 
Ax = b, b integer. %nce A is TWU there exists il 
Therefore A(y -x) 30 and frence by (i) A& IX) 2 
hence (ii). Cl - ,. II :. I 
. 1 I * 
From now on wq asqw~ dihar (i) @ (ii) am sat@% 
qerations done to reduce an integral matrix .to onr 
rnlially bounded (since these are linear programs) and 
matrix <is VJRJ is also polynomial using smith norm 
Idemma 2.2). . ~ 
Let 
S=(b:Ax=b for some x), T=:(b: &; 
W 3.2. A i,$ h, 6 equi&ent to (b integral, b 
ran integrd b’: in S such th@ ‘VT b)! 
: ’ 
JRordt, If A is TWU @h&e exists n such that & > 
iintegral x0 such that Ax”2 b); let b’ = Axe. 
(there exists x such t&at Ax M) impliesthi~t b in ’ 
b’ in S such that 6’~ b, b’ integraL Hence &exe existi 
is WU and thaefore there exists integral x0 such th 
The following is a well-known result in polarity 0 
<i> &d (ii) fii ia, A TWW i’s e 
nplies A is W&J.- &qpose 
egral y such that Ay a&. 
3. Thus Ay=&“=b and 
. 
. The number of arithmetic 
that sat&flies (i) is p~lyno- 
I check whether an integral 
! forms. (See remark after 
b for some x). 
n T implies that there exists 
1) implies that (there exists 
‘; by hypothds there exists 
r’ such that Ax’ = b’. But A 
t Ax’=b’ab. Cl 
cones. 
1, there exists a nonnegative 
QTy = 0, y 20). 
uivalent o C has P. 
Let C be a nonnegative integral znatrix, An integer vector w, sudt that Cw a0, 
there does not exist nonnegative integral vector x qlch that Cz = Cw is called a 
~io~!atis. From among the set of violators select t]lose that have the smallest 
i ’ 
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number of negative components and from among these select those with the 
smallest value for the absoiute value of the sum of these components. The 
resulting vectors are called minimal violators. 
Tborem 4.1. Let (I: be a nonnegative integral matrix. If C does not have property P, 
there is a violator with pneciseZy one negative component which is a - 1. 
mf. Let w” be a minimal violator. Suppose WY < -1 for some i, then let 
w’= w” +‘q. Clearly, w1 is not a violator (for otherwise w” is not a minimal 
violator). 
CW * = Cw” + C-i ; hence there exists nonnegative integral 2: such that Cz = 
CW’ = CSVO + C-i ; therefore C(Z - q) = CW”. By construction w2 = z - ei is a vio- 
lator with one negative component that is a - 1. 
Similar arguments can be used to show that if w” had several negative 
components then there exists a w1 such that Cw” = Cw’ and w1 has only one 
negative component which is a - 1. Cl 
Lemma 4.2. Let the rows of c be the extreme solutions of (y : ATy = 0, y 20) and 
let C be O/l. 7%en the following are equivalent: 
(i) C is WW; 
(ii) C has property P; 
(iii) C has Hilbert property. 
By Theorem 2.4, it suffices to show (iii). (Note that w integer, Cw 2 03 
integer Za Cw = CZ by definition of S and T.) But sinoz C is O/l, w = Cx, x 30, 
w integral + w 3 c.j for some j. By repeating this process, we get w = CZ for 
some integer nonnegative 2. 
Cocky 4.3. Let a = ($). (A, e) is 7ZX ifl the extreme points of (y : ATy 6 e, 
y 30) are integral. 
proofl All we need to prove is that 
A 
A*:= 1 0 e 
has propMy I? A* satisfies (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.1 and if the rows of C axe the 
extreme solutions of (y : A*=y = 0, y a 0) and C is integral, then we may assume 
that C is O/l, since rows of C <are in one- to-one correspondence with the extr eme 
points of (y: ATy Ge, y SO) (note the slacks are also O/l). Hence the use of 
Lemma 4.2 implies this result which is known as the pluperfect graph theorem. 0 
For each such w, we check if (i)’ Cw 30 and (ii) Cw;ib C.* for ah i. 
I[f for some W, Cw+O; thenafor atl w ‘S w, Cw’+W $nd thus these may also be 
hop@ from consideration. If for ‘sotie w, CW 3 CF.i for some i, then for al1 
W’S w Cw' MI., (for the same i) and hence the!;e may be dropped from 
consideration also,. These two observations allow one l::o test ‘the middle’ value in 
the wt of possible values , and if it irs not. %he req$red violator, to consider 
1(2”-4 __I) problems with a& values hz&ved, Thus f9r.$a~& value of n the algorithm 
li polynomially &)unded in the size of the input.. All this was under the 
assumption that C was explicitly given. 
lf we are given A such that (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3,l hold, to compute the 
corresponding C is Mghly inefficient and we do not need to do this. We can work 
directly with A as &scribed in what follows. 
An algorithm for dwking TWW 
Given the definltioh of ah, it is clear that ug is the largest value of the ratio yj/yk 
owr the set (y : A’“y == O,+y SO) whenever, this ration is bounded and 0 otherwise. 
Thus, ai may be obtGned by solving the line= program 
;NI~ Yj: ATy =::O, y& = 1, y 20. 
Hence ai __azy be obqtained by a polynomiahy BrJunded algorithm and these 
numbers themselves are polynomial in the size of &be input. Therefore we can 
describe thle set of potential Golators w that must be checked in an efficient 
manner. Checking whether or not a given vector IV ir> this set satisfies Cw 20, 
CW+ Cj for all j is equlivalcnt to checking whether ~1 pot there is an integral w ’ 
satisfying IV’ a w, such that there exists x satisfyiig 14;n = w ‘, for each w such that 
th@e e&ts x sat@&rg A* s IV (se&mtia 3.2’and Theorem 3.4). To do this, we 
solve the linear prog+a& 
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where w”= w, and the vector w* is define1 as follows: 
wf := 
[max A,.xj : Ax > wi-l, i z:j, 
w”-’ i=l ) . . . ) m, 
r‘ ’ i <:j. 
Wn = w ‘; Wt now check whether there exists x such that Ax = w ‘. If such an x 
exists, and w’ # w, then w is not a candidate. If w ’ = w, we check whether 
(Ax a w) implies (Ax = w). (This is done by the linear program: max eTAx: AX 2 
w and checking whether the optimal value (equals e*w or not.) If the answer is no, 
then w is the required violator. If the answer is yes, w is not the required violator. 
Of course all of this is done after first checking for the existence of x such that 
Ax 3 w (if such an x does not exist, w is not a candidate). 
Thus we again have a polynomially bounded algorithm for fixed n, the number 
of r,oti of A, to check whether or not A is TWU. This, in turn provides such an 
algorithm for testing ATDI of a matrix-vector pair (A, c). 
We now present a polynomially bounded algorithm that either produces an 
integral x satisfying Ax 3 w or shows that A is not TWU for an integral matrix A 
and an integral vector w. Similar algorithms are found in [22] for solving TDI and 
ATM systems and are included here for the sake of completeness. 
Let A be n x m, w E&P. The algorithm is described below. 
Step 1: Find the maximal set Ic_(l, 2, . . . , n) such that there is a vector x 
satisfying (AX), >O for i in I and Ax 20. This is done by solving for x in 
(AX) 2 q; for i in I such a solution exits and for i not in I it does not. !&M&it 
loss we may assume that there is an integral x0 satisfying (Ax’)~ >O for i in I and 
Ax’*O. Liet x and ii denote the submatrix and vector corresponding to the 
index set I. 
Step 2: Solve the linear program: max (Ax),: Ax 3 G; this linear program is 
bounded because of Step 1. Change the first com,ponent of $2 to the integer part 
of the optimal value of the above linear program. Repeat this step with compo- 
nents 2 through n of t,he vector (Ax) each time using the updated \;i. Note that 
each component is seen only once. Let the final vector be co. 
Step 3: Solve for x in: & = E”, x integer; if such a solution does not exist then 
either there is no solution to Ax z.= iir and hence to Ax 2 w or A is not TWU. If 2 
solves the above set of equations then we can choose an integral nonnegative 8 
such that 2 + 0x0 is the required solution to AX * w, x integer. 
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Clearly the algoriticn _@. $@iq$ ,~c&~~$yw~@Py @36&d; butC 4 not 
genuinely poiynomial (ix, the senk that the nxunber of operations is not ind, pen- 
dent: of the: (data) for obvious reasons-we (to not know .su& an algorithm for 
linetiu progHMns. This ‘%l~:~oritlGn may pasduce an integral solution to the inequality 
s~ystem even though A is not TWU for particul43r w, 
j_ ’ . 
“~r~~~~~aeve;nl~~stio~s *ai &n@n to br, answered. We list some of these .,* 1 i 
b&; ] ’ -~ *’ ” ” I .’ ” : 
j 1 
(i) C!zul &e&fig +VRJ & #one by~~~p&k&lly bounded algorithm (ours is 
pdpipmi~ q@y @ %i:$’ +$jeq n, ‘%f +e Fw6of A)? ~ 
(ii;r C&J +e te+ w&l&r 6% tiut ‘t’ &&i&+&or ; +ir is .tiI by a lpolrnomial 
algo&lun? ’ 4 . 1 
(iii) In opt all;orithm to’ test T&J we never needed to produce an integral 
solution to Ax;*w for any fixed w. This problem is NP-complete in general. 
compare this wGth the diollowing problem:: C&e& whether or not the following 
holds for II matrix f&3; (thre.~.e~~,~s,~~lcb: &*t & ;s,b). imp&+ >(the* Pezists _ , 
nonnegative x such &at Ax M). It appeal that we need an algorithm that 
produc433 g n*r3egMive sol@@n $0. a patticular3ysten-3 to settle.. *s question as 
farrssW0~~WTV. ’ i.?.‘, ” I , ’ 
(ii) 4?1em arlg qweral qmhl gasa otXR~& AX’IX .etc. YIINYS ares~own to be so 
by spcrcial rdlgrM_ b Irwh.case. Whet&t .these mults can be derived from this 
general tlneory 33 still open for most of .these ~-es. 
lltema~k. Giks has shown (i) =$ (ii). 
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